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**Interventions**

Articles testing the applied science and implementation of mindfulness-based interventions
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management among cancer patients: A study protocol. Research in Nursing & Health. [link]
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REVIEWS

Articles reviewing content areas of mindfulness or conducting meta-analyses of published research
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TRIALS

Research studies newly funded by the National Institutes of Health (NOV 2017)

Northwestern University (D. Victorson, PI). Reducing the effects of surveillance stress, uncertainty and rumination thrh engagement in mindfulness education. NIH/NCI project# 5R01CA193331-03. [link]

University of Wisconsin-Madison (R. Davidson, PI). Wisconsin center for the neuroscience of psychophysiology of meditation. NIH/NCCIH project# P01AT004952-10S1. [link]
**Highlights**

A summary of select studies from the issue, providing a snapshot of some of the latest research

Mindfulness may improve not only the way we feel inside, but also the way we behave towards others. Researchers are interested in whether mindfulness can decrease aggression either by transforming hostile feelings, or altering the way people respond to them. **Desteno et al.** [*Mindfulness*] conducted a randomized controlled study of whether mindfulness training can reduce feelings of anger and/or overt aggression better than a control intervention.

The researchers randomly assigned 77 meditation-naive college students (age range =18-24 years) to either a mindfulness meditation training or a control intervention. Each intervention consisted of twenty-one brief (approximately 15 minutes long) practice sessions over the course of 3 weeks.

Meditation participants engaged in guided breath, body, and mind-focused meditations that included monitoring mind-wandering and adopting a non-judgmental attitude. Training sessions were delivered via the Headspace smartphone app. Control participants logged onto a website each day to solve word and geometric puzzles, analogies, and similar problems. Attrition was equally high in both groups, and only data from 46 participants were included in the analyses.

Following training, participants were invited into the laboratory for “cognitive” testing. After completing a Stroop task measuring cognitive executive function, participants were introduced via videoconferencing to a person they thought was a fellow research participant. They were then asked to compose a two-minute speech on their life goals and deliver it to their video-conferenced peer. Afterwards, they were presented with what was said to be their peer’s written evaluation of their performance.

Their “peer” was not a fellow participant, but a previously videotaped research confederate, and the “feedback” they received evaluated their speeches as “boring” and “a complete waste.” Participants then rated their emotions and were offered an opportunity to aggress against the research confederate. They were told to prepare a “taste test” for the confederate who “hated spicy food.” They could fill a cup up with as much hot sauce as they wanted for the confederate to drink. The amount of hot sauce poured was the measure of aggression.

Meditators and controls rated themselves as equally angry after the negative feedback. Meditators, however, added significantly less hot sauce to the cups they were preparing to give to the confederate (Cohen’s $d = 0.84$). Meditators added 3 grams, while controls added 7 grams. Meditator’s lower level of aggression couldn’t be attributed to improved executive function as there was no difference between meditators and controls on the Stroop task.

The results show that young adults who participated in an app-based meditation training were less aggressive after receiving critical feedback, but not less angry. It suggests that being mindful doesn’t interfere with experiencing emotions, but changes how one responds to them.

**When workplace conflicts boil over into outright expressions of hostility, employees may feel harmed and mistreated and workplace functioning is disrupted. Liang et al. [*Journal of Applied Psychology*] conducted a series of four studies to test if mindfulness plays a role in decreasing hostile and aggressive behavior in places of employment.**

The first three studies examined whether mindful awareness and acceptance can weaken the link between feelings of hostility and the overt expression of those feelings. The fourth study explored the ways in which mindfulness might accomplish this.
The first three studies used employees from Amazon MTurk (average age = 36-39 years; 44%-48% male), a crowdsourcing Internet marketplace, as participants. The fourth study drew employees (average age = 37 years; 49% male) from a larger employee database.

In the first study, 101 employees visualized and described a past negative incident with their supervisor. Participants were then randomly assigned to either a mindful awareness, mindful acceptance, or mind wandering condition. In each condition, participants read flashcard statements designed to elicit one of these mental states. The cards included statements like “consciously attend to your breath for a few seconds” or “let your mind wander to whichever thought it wants.”

Afterwards, participants were presented with a voodoo doll representing their supervisor and asked how many pins they would like to stick in it. The flashcards participants read affected how many pins they chose to use (partial $\eta^2=0.07$). The mindful awareness group used significantly fewer (6 pins) than the mind-wandering group (15 pins). The mindful acceptance group (8 pins), however, didn’t differ significantly from the mind-wandering group.

In the second study, 342 employees completed the Mindful Attention and Awareness Scale (MAAS), the Acceptance sub-scale of the Philadelphia Mindfulness Scale (PMS), and a self-report measure of feelings of hostility towards their supervisors. They also rated how often they acted hostilely towards their supervisors by being rude, making fun of them, etc. The results showed that when mindful awareness was low, the positive relationship between hostile feelings and hostile actions was significantly stronger than when mindful awareness was high. Mindful acceptance had no significant effect.

In the third study, 82 employees completed daily surveys measuring their hostile feelings and actions towards their supervisors over the course of a workweek. They also completed measures of daily mindful awareness (adopted from the MAAS) and daily mindful acceptance (from the PMS). Hostile feelings and actions were significantly positively correlated when mindful awareness was low, but not when it was high. Mindful acceptance did not have a similar effect.

The fourth study explored whether mindful awareness weakens the link between hostile feelings and aggressive actions by decreasing either “surface acting” or rumination. “Surface acting” is pretending to be friendly while hiding one’s true negative feelings.

A total of 204 employees completed 3 online surveys spaced one week apart. The first survey assessed hostile feelings towards supervisors; the second assessed surface acting and rumination; the third assessed mindful awareness and expression of hostility toward supervisors. Mindful awareness, anger, and expressed hostility were measured as in the second study. Surface acting was assessed by self-ratings of how often employees hid their true feelings or pretended to feelings they didn’t have. Rumination was measured by self-ratings of the frequency of intrusive supervisor-related thoughts.

Once again, higher levels of mindful awareness significantly weakened the link between angry feelings and hostile actions. Higher levels of mindfulness were significantly associated with lower levels of surface acting and rumination. When surface acting was high, there was a significant association between feeling angry and expressing hostility, but not when surface acting was low. Levels of rumination, however, didn’t affect the strength anger-expressed hostility link.

Altogether, these results show that mindful awareness weakens the link between experiencing anger and expressing hostility in the workplace. Mindful awareness promotes self-control without resorting to the faking of positive emotion. Employers wanting to reduce workplace aggression might consider either hiring employees who are higher in trait mindfulness, or offering mindfulness training as part of a conflict-management intervention in the workplace.